


mumutane designs unique, graphic and colourful high-quality home accessories. The 
products are made with African wax print textiles, purchased by women who run small, 
local textiles shops in Africa, as well as leftover textiles from the well-established global 
brand Kvadrat. 

The aim is to create ’products with purpose’, which is why mumutane has a sustainable 
approach with a focus on minimising textile waste, and production  with a social impact 
tailoring business. 

The name mumutane means ’we humans’ and the philosophy behind is that we work 
across cultures and borders to create better conditions for more people. 

mumutane - nordic design african tradition is inspired by the minimalistic Nordic 
aesthetics and vibrant African expression. The African prints contain a lot of symbols and 
tales of life in Africa, which gives every product a special story. This cultural crossover 
adds a personal design experience to any modern home. 

Welcome to mumutane’s universe with lots of colours and spectacular prints!
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Wax print
The iconic textile mumutane’s products are designed and produced in African wax print textiles, which 

have a very special status in Africa and among Africans all over the world. In fact, this 
fabric is considered to be the most symbolic of all African fabrics, nor is it without reason 
that the fabric is so popular and has been so for almost 200 years.

The wax print fabric is very eye-catching with its clear vibrant colors and distinctive prints 
and symbols. The textile is made of 100% cotton and is printed using wax, hence the 
name `wax print`. The waxing technique helps to evoke a very special visual expression, 
which is a combination of clear graphics, colors in many layers and a special marbled 
effect. This combination helps to give a special visual dimension and optical effect in the 
print. The wax technique makes both the print a little different from print to print, and 
the colours are very durable and remain beautiful and clear even after long-term use.

Wax print textile is not only beautiful and fascinating to look at. At the same time, it is full 
of symbols and stories, which makes it something very special. Both the symbols and the 
colours reflect the African culture and are used to signal different statements, messages 
and moods. It can be anything from everyday events, the relationship between men and 
women, nature, music, rhythms and social status to special traditions and events. The 
symbolism can vary depending on geography or social status. Many of the popular texti-
les have been given names over time and are produced in different colour combinations.

Wax print has been used by Africans for clothing for almost 200 years. Although one 
would think that the iconic textile is originally African, it was the Dutch textile company 
Vlisco that during the industrialisation and the colonial expansion brought the wax print 
textile to the African Gold Coast in the late 19th century. Wax print is therefore often 
called Hollandais or Dutch Wax. The textile was originally designed for sale on the Indo-
nesian market, and the term was therefore heavily inspired by Indonesian batik. Vlisco 
was not successful in the Indonesian market and therefore introduced the textile on the 
African Gold Coast. The fabric was new and exotic to Africans. It quickly became popular 
and a symbol of style and status. Over time, the population had a great influence on 
the design of patterns, colours and symbolisms, and thus the wax print textile came to 
reflect the African culture.

Vlisco exists today and also has factories in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire. Vlisco still colla-
borates with African women, whose opinions and knowledge about colours, symbols, 
clothing and culture play a major role in the design phase of the textiles. Many talented 
African designers often integrate the wax print tradition into new interpretations in their 
designs, and also help to carry on the strong tradition. With this development, the Afri-
cans have made the wax print textile their very own and into something quite special.
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`Good fortune`

Wax print fabric with a swallow is often called `Good fortune`. The circles symbolise 
coins. The bird flyes away with the coins, which means, you have to spend your money 
wisely, otherwise they disappear too quickly. The fabric should bring happiness and we-
alth to the owner. The textile can also symbolise `good luck`, or to be grateful for a favor.

`Jumping horse`

The textile `jumping horse` means, ` I run faster than my rival`, which describes a rivalry 
between two women or parties. The horse is ready for running. In Nigeria, on the other 
hand, women often use this print to express fellowship with other women.

`Awoulaba`

The textile Àwoulaba`, which means beauty queen, became popular in the 1980s in 
connection with the first `Miss Awoulaba` beauty contest. The design pays homage to 
women with generous curves.

Iwo Bordeaux bird 70x70 cm

Iki Horse 40x60 cm

Isolo Curves 50x50 cm

The wax print fabrics carry messages and there are many of them! Depending on the 
geographical area and social status, the symbols may have different meanings. In this 
way, the symbolism can be dependent on the wearer, which makes the wax print textiles 
both fascinating, mysterious and powerful.
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Cushions
mumutane designs beautiful cushions in a combination of African waxprint textile 
made of cotton and leftover textile in wool qualities from Danish Kvadrat. The 
inner cushions are Danish produced by a company that works with social respon-
sibility, they are Oeko-tex certified and down-proof and made in a combination 
of down and feathers, which provides good comfort and airiness. All feathers are 
European and comply with EU animal welfare requirements. The cushion sizes are 
30x40 cm, 40x60 cm, 50x50 cm, 70x70 cm and 60x90 cm.

The cushions can be washed by hand at 30 °.
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Iki Woo

Iki Ginkgo biloba

Iki cushion
40x60 cm 

Iki Mixed batik Iki Stars Iki Rain season

Iki Colored planets Iki Sea shell

Iki Horse Iki Thunder
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Iki Life

Iki Staccato

Iki cushion
40x60 cm 

Iki Splash Iki Feather Iki Robe

Iki Seaweed Iki Blue bird

Iki Twin tree Iki Sea urchin Iki Triangle

Iki Pearls blue

Iki cushion
40x60 cm 

Iki Retro Iki Desert plants Iki Dot

Iki Rythm Iki Parrot

Iki Diamond mask Iki Geometric
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Isolo Life

Isolo Lava

Isolo cushion
50x50 cm 

Isolo Blue bird Isolo Zebra Isolo Leaf print

Isolo Island Isolo Bordeaux bird

Isolo Sea shell Isolo Curves
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Isolo Seaweed

Isolo EarthIsolo Colored planets Isolo Planets

Isolo Universe Isolo Green pearls

Isolo cushion
50x50 cm 

Iki UmbrellaIsolo Mixed batik Isolo Grain
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Iwo Blue bird

Iwo cushion
70x70 cm 

Iwo Bordeaux bird Iwo Seaweed

Iwo Angel Iwo Rythm
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Idah Peacock red

Idah cushion
60x90 cm 

Idah Peacock orange 

Idah RopeIdah Dot 
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Ijoko cushion
30x40 cm 

Ijoko Autumn flower

Ijoko Desert plants

Ijoko Sea shell

Ijoko Pearls blue

Ijoko Sprout

Ijoko Leave fall

Ijoko Pearls green

Ijoko Planets

Ijoko Blue bird
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Ijoko cushion
30x40 cm 

Ijoko Diamond mask

Ijoko Geometric

Ijoko Corncob

Ijoko Wave

Ijoko Ginkgo biloba

Ijoko Feather

Ijoko Triangle

Ijoko Ripples

Ijoko Stars
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We are proud to have been featured and collaborate with 
a number of European interior magazines and blogs. 

We love to share our knowledge and ideas about interior 
design as well as African trends with anyone curious. 

Let us know if you are interested in collaborating and 
drop by: 
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www.mumutane.com

@lumikello             @woodlandwhim  @bungalow5dk  @monsterscircus

mumutane collaborates 



mumutane - nordic design african tradition is founded in 2018. We want 
to show that Africa has something very special and interesting to offer. The 
continent is set to become the next major trendsetting player in fashion and 
design. We will show how two different design traditions can use and amplify 
each other and create something different and unique. Mumutane’s concept 
focuses on sustainability, minimising textile waste, social responsibility and 
fair conditions for all. The collection is built around materials being purchased 
from small businesses in Africa to support local development, and textiles are, 
as much as possible, leftover textiles. Therefore, all prints are limited in num-
ber, but we are constantly adding new prints, so we have a huge selection of 
different prints and colours. 

We are also inspired by the ’give work’ philosophy, which is why the products 
are produced by one of Denmark’s largest social impact businesses.

Don’t hesitate to reach out for more information and to see our new designs 
and beautiful cushions.

All the best 

Maria & Line
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info@mumutane.com

+45 61 66 47 22

www.mumutane.com


